Case Study

Achieving 8K Real-Time
Streaming from the Cloud
By streaming applications from the visual cloud, Netzyn has created
Native Apps as a Service, running on an infrastructure powered by Intel.
Executive Summary

“Our relationship with
Intel—given its network
expertise and technical
capabilities—has really
helped Netzyn deliver
great solutions to market.
As we make our software
more intimate with the
hardware, we can manage
the latency equation more
effectively. By tightly
integrating software with
hardware, we can make
everything hum on the
network edge.”
- Eric Zimits, VP Corporate Development,
Netzyn

A large-scale trend is transforming the way in which media and applications are
consumed: Everything is moving to the cloud. Netzyn is taking advantage of this
through its Native-Apps-as-a-Service (NaaS) Platform that encompasses a wide
range of native applications, including augmented reality (AR), and virtual reality
(VR). The company was challenged to help their customers create innovative user
experiences using high-resolution video streams and lightweight, low-cost devices,
all while keeping media delivery costs and bandwidth requirements low.
Netzyn is leveraging Intel’s advances in visual cloud capabilities and edge
computing—including high-performance processors, optimized throughput of
streamed data, scalable framework, and 5G expertise—to accomplish those goals.

Challenge
Netzyn wanted to build a cloud-based platform that would:
Create innovative edge experiences. Netzyn sought to build a platform that allows
their customers to create innovative user experiences streamed from the edge to
take advantage of diverse devices with limited processing capabilities.
Deliver high-resolution 360 video streams. The solution had to provide a greatlooking user experience with support for high-resolution, streaming 360 video.
Lower media delivery costs. High-resolution video typically requires substantial
processing overhead, resulting in high server costs. The challenge was to create a
solution that would run on lower-cost servers.
Lower bandwidth requirements. Another key challenge was reducing the required
bandwidth between the server and the device.
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Solution
Netzyn chose Intel and the Intel visual cloud infrastructure that delivered:
High-end compute and graphics performance on a single chip. Using the Intel® Core™ i7 processor with Radeon™ RX Vega M
Graphics cost-effectively delivered the processing power required to handle the highest resolution 8K videos.
Improved throughput of streamed data. Optimized compression algorithms and Intel processing power combined to reduce
the server-to-device bandwidth needs, offloading compute demands from end devices and compressing the volume of
streamed data.
Scalable, on-demand service to accommodate customer requirements. To ensure smooth operation from data center
to edge to personal use, the Netzyn solution relies on the visual cloud framework that Intel has built, including support for
hyperscale deployments.
5G networking advances. Intel expertise and leadership in the 5G sector offered additional value to Netzyn as the company
planned its solution road map.

Computing is Moving to the Cloud
The nature of computing has shifted from yesterday’s scenario in which laptops, tablets, and phones were required to
have apps stored and run from the device itself. Instead, because of prevailing industry trends—including 5G networking,
immersive 360 videos, augmented reality (AR), virtual reality (VR)—processing is increasingly being performed at the network
edge and not on the device itself. This lets end users receive content on lightweight, low-cost devices, such as DigiLens glasses
shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1. Streamed cloud gaming is a key use case for NaaS.
Netzyn is taking advantage of these trends with its cloud platform that allows developers to create innovative user
experiences by streaming native apps from the edge to any type of user device, regardless of the processing or memory
footprint. For those types of applications that are particularly dependent on low-latency performance—including action
games, AR, and VR—Netzyn relies on edge computing to help gain the highest possible responsiveness. Intel’s advances
in this area have helped Netzyn establish reference-design specifications for an infrastructure that contends with the lowlatency demands of immersive media and cloud gaming. A proof-of-concept project conducted jointly by Intel and Netzyn
confirms how innovative engineering produced an effective means for streaming 8K video content in 360 VR applications, a
remarkable accomplishment in this sector.
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Use cases for the Netzyn platform include:
• Streaming native apps to low-cost devices, such as over-the-top (OTT) video devices, IoT devices, and smartphones
• Delivering mobile apps from the cloud in context or in-the-moment (for example, delivering a retailer’s native app to a
customer shopping in the store immediately, with no download required)
• Augmented reality, delivering edge-based information to lightweight AR glasses, smart speakers, or smartphones. Use cases
can include:
–

Providing step-by-step instructions to a technician performing a repair in the factory

–

Overlaying information on a smartphone display or smart glasses to a tourist at a historical site or visiting a museum

–

Translating street signs in a different language for a traveler in a foreign city

–

Supporting interactive voice apps—including Alexa Skills and Actions on Google—for smart speakers

Design Architecture of Native-Apps-as-a-Service (NaaS)
The design architecture of NaaS, as shown in Figure 2, supports many different types of smart devices and low-cost devices,
multiple operating systems, and a variety of application types. Without the need to install or download software, end users
experience instant playback of applications or video content on their choice of device.
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Figure 2. High-level view of NaaS technology.
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As shown in Figure 3, the cloud components of the Netzyn solution include app environments that support multiple kinds
of application types, including Android, Linux, HTML5, QuickTime, and Microsoft Windows, as well as Netzyn’s own app
environment, which enables a compact, embedded player to be added to devices. Both the applications and operating
systems run on the Netzyn server (NZ server), which outputs optimized H.264 video delivered to the end user’s client player.
The Netzyn Player (NZ Player) decodes the customized stream and, in turn, generates coded inputs from the user that are sent
to the NZ server. From the user perspective, each app is launched and run as if it is a standard native app.
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Figure 3. Functional overview of the Netzyn platform.

Intel Makes Virtual Reality a Reality
Netzyn achieves exceptional platform performance through integration of Intel tuned and optimized components that
maximize throughput and increase responsiveness. The result is a solution focused on delivering a high-quality experience
to end users, whether they are viewing a 360 VR video stream or enjoying cloud gaming. The reliance on the visual cloud
to perform the most demanding compute operations lets end users view media with lightweight, low-cost devices that can
deliver rich, immersive experiences.
The Netzyn solutions running on an Intel® architecture-based framework are positioned to benefit from important trends in
the industry, including 5G networking, edge computing, and remote hyperscale infrastructures.

Single-Chip High-End Compute and Graphics Processing
At the heart of the Netzyn solution, a key benefit was the combination of high-end compute power and discrete graphics
processing capabilities on a single chip: The Intel Core i7 processor with Radeon RX Vega M Graphics. This processor
accommodates the high frame rates needed for smooth 360 video display, as well as demanding AR and VR applications.
Bandwidth requirements are amply met by processor delivery of data to as many as 24 graphics compute units, bolstered by a
maximum boost frequency up to 1190 MHz.
The dedicated graphics memory, 4 GB High Bandwidth Memory Gen 2 (HBM2), can meet bandwidth demands as high
as 205 GB per second, an important feature, particularly for handling high-resolution 360 video applications. Support
for overclocking of CPU, graphics processing unit (GPU), and HBM2 provided by this chip adds even more performance
capabilities to the Netzyn solution, making it possible to stream more content faster, as demonstrated by the proof of concept
(PoC) performance data validating 8K 360 video streaming in live operations.1 Optimization of code for efficiency and high
performance with this processor, as well as the co-engineered platform architecture, were important aspects of achieving
landmark streaming numbers for 360 video.

For more complete information about performance and benchmark results, visit www.intel.com/benchmarks.
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The Intel and Netzyn PoC collaboration showed successful real-time 8K30 High Efficiency Video Coding (HEVC) streaming.
For example, in an 8K scene with lots of movement and activity, such as the New York Times Square scene shown in Figure 4,
typical frame rates per second are 43.68 for mono view and 50.85 for stereo view.

Figure 4. 8K video scene streamed from Times Square in New York City.
Test results were based on the Intel Core i7 processor with Radeon RX Vega M Graphics running on a Netzyn Streaming
Application Server (Netzyn SAS). This compares very favorably to the minimum of 30 frames per second (fps) required for
optimal viewing.1

Boosting Throughput of Streamed Data
Compiler optimizations boosted the efficiency of application operations and enhanced the graphics processor performance,
maximizing throughput between the Netzyn server and end device. The optimization work performed by Intel software
engineering on the Netzyn platform involved both Intel® Media SDK and Intel® C for Metal component building blocks. The
actual optimization work was provided by Intel and the resulting code was licensed to Netzyn for embedding in their solution.
The Intel® C for Metal Development Package was used in the PoC project and provides a means to achieve maximum
application efficiency and performance with Intel® Graphics Technology. The full package includes the Intel® C for Metal
Compiler, the Intel® C for Metal Runtime, Intel® Media Driver for VAAPI, as well as reference examples that demonstrate
techniques to develop applications accelerated by Intel® Graphics Media Accelerator.
Typical applications contain source code for both kernel and host. Kernels, developed in the Intel C for Metal language, are
compiled to GPU ISA binary by the Intel C for Metal Compiler and then executed on the GPU. The host manages services
through the Intel® C for Metal Runtime and user mode media driver.
Among several optimizations performed by Intel2 during the engagement, two were particularly notable:
• Enhancements to the Dewarp function, performing operations using the hardware decoder, which boosted performance
from 7 fps to 18 fps. Dewarping is used to correct the image perspective, removing distortions produced by a wide-angle
lens. 3
• Performance improvements to the Intel® Media Server Studio HEVC Decoder operations, improving performance from 35
fps to 58 fps. 3

Supporting Scalability and Hyperscale Deployments
The visual cloud framework that Intel has built provides a dynamic means for the Netzyn solution to scale fluidly to meet
customer demands. Software-based video coding technology, known as Scalable Video Technology (SVT), enables video
encoding operations to be distributed across many Intel® Xeon® processors. SVT is based on open source code optimized for
Intel® Xeon® Scalable processors and Intel® Xeon® D processors, and can be freely downloaded from the Intel Open Source
site, 01.org.

For more complete information about performance and benchmark results, visit www.intel.com/benchmarks.
Refer to http://software.intel.com/en-us/articles/optimization-notice for more information regarding performance and optimization choices in
Intel software products.
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Designed to provide cloud-native scalability, SVT maintains a balance between visual quality and performance, providing an
exceptional solution for live visual cloud applications, such as the 360-degree video streaming Netzyn has engineered with
Intel’s assistance. The architecture of SVT supports three-dimensional parallelism with multiple threads split off from the
encoder core. Individual threads run in parallel on separate processor cores, carrying out operations using process-based
parallelism, picture-based parallelism, and segment-based parallelism, while maintaining a seamless image fidelity.
As part of the Open Visual Cloud project, the SVT-HEVC encoder is offered to the open source community with the
BSD+Patent license, an extremely permissive licensing model approved by Open Source Initiative (OSI). As data centers move
toward hyperscale configurations, cloud and communication providers are discovering the benefits of Intel® Rack Scale Design
(Intel® RSD), a reference architecture well suited to the demands of immersive video processing and delivery. Benefits include
increased agility and decreased costs for data center operations.

Accelerating the 5G Revolution
Intel and Netzyn are actively exploring the opportunities that are unlocked by faster 5G mobile networks. Proof-of-concept
work undertaken by Netzyn, jointly conducted with the Visual Cloud Group at Intel, offers road maps to the future and outlines
the ways in which NaaS can provide services based on visual cloud capabilities. 5G effectively merges communications and
computing, enabling wireless technology to deliver enhanced user experiences on existing devices. The cloud architectures
that Intel is building with partners and ongoing work to build out the network edge are moving computer processing, media
processing, analytics, and artificial intelligence closer to end devices. For
2019, we expect 45 percent of data traffic will be stored, analyzed, and acted At Intel, we relentlessly focus on how
on at the edge.
Sandra Rivera, senior vice president and general manager of the Network
Platforms Group, described the promise of innovative new cloud products
and services in these terms: “As the cloud fuels the network to transform and
computing at the edge drives innovation, the opportunity for 5G becomes
limitless. Intel is delivering new products and innovation to propel the
adoption of 5G and empower our customers and partners to grow their
businesses.” 4
As cloud service providers (CSPs) and communications service providers
(CoSPs) increasingly transform their infrastructures to support 5G
networking, Intel continues to extend cloud architectures to accommodate
core data center requirements and intelligent edge computing applications.
Data-centric innovation and visual cloud advances require virtualized
environments and a shift to deploying computing power at the network edge,
calling for greater resources demands, improved flexibility, and simplicity
of operations. The launch of the latest member of the Intel Xeon Scalable
processor family, is geared to satisfying the demands of 5G networking and
edge computing, as well as artificial intelligence applications and many other
data-centric workloads.

we can help our customers and the
industry to win in the highest growth
areas. Intel is delivering data-centric
infrastructure that moves data vaster,
stores more data, and processes any
workload across cloud to core to
edge and device to ignite innovation
on the path to 5G.4
- Sandra Rivera, senior vice president
and general manager, Network
Platforms Group, Intel Corporation

Real-World Use Case: 360 Video Viewport Streaming
–

Intel and Netzyn set out to develop an efficient, high-performance platform for streaming 360 VR video content
from the cloud, targeting 8K rates as the goal.

–

Optimization of network server operations and accelerated encoding and decoding of video content were an
essential part the project.

–

By moving intensive processing demands and memory requirements away from end devices, this solution
accommodates a wide range of lightweight, low-power client devices.

As illustrated in Figure 5, the platform architecture offloads intensive processor operations to the network edge. In testing,
the PoC worked with input resolutions as high as 8K, with an overall goal of lowering the network bandwidth requirements for
content delivery and expanding the decoder capabilities on the end user’s client device.
Over the course of the PoC development, Intel guided the software installation and setup for each of the server types. Intel
also provided code for an optimized decoder-GPU-encoder pipeline. The pipeline, residing entirely in GPU memory, provides
extremely fast and efficient operations. Netzyn also gained benefits from the use of open standard commercial-off-the-shelf
(COTS) systems powered by the Intel Rendering Framework, including FFMPEG, Intel® C for Media, and OpenGL on Linux.

Refer to http://software.intel.com/en-us/articles/optimization-notice for more information regarding performance and optimization choices in
Intel software products.
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The availability of a fast encoder on the network edge is essential to providing a quality user experience. Encoding operations
were provided by the NZ Encoder, which includes optimizations from Intel to reduce latency. Scaling to accommodate multiple
users requires separate instances of the encoder and the streaming application server for each supported viewport.
A viewport streaming technique was developed that delivers video beyond what is needed to fill the device display,
acquiring an additional 20 percent more than the current field of view requires. This approach minimizes latency when head
movements or user controller commands take place, always staying ahead of the current video position, anticipating moves in
any direction.
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Figure 5. Viewport streaming components for seamless playback.
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The visual cloud infrastructure that Intel has developed includes many components derived from open source projects
that can serve as building blocks for visual cloud use cases. Predefined reference pipelines include building blocks focused
on four distinct service areas: encode, decode, inference, and render. The Open Visual Cloud was established by Intel to
consolidate information and code samples to support each of these services.
Companies that want to build and deploy visual cloud solutions can use these building
blocks as a starting point for their own development. Alternatively, these
companies can partner with Intel. Intel can then help accelerate their readiness,
serving as a proxy and providing them a license to access the code for use in their
solutions. This is the approach that Netzyn took with Intel in the development of
their NaaS solution.

“You can have a compute-heavy device that has installed applications and lots of
memory that is delivering an AR experience, but the thing starts to look like a welder’s
helmet after a while. Instead, a very lightweight pair of glasses would be adoptable by
anyone, even in an industrial context. You take processing off the glasses and move it
somewhere else—close to the user on the edge—for low-latency.”
- Larry Goldstein, CEO and Co-founder, Netzyn
Refer to http://software.intel.com/en-us/articles/optimization-notice for more information regarding performance and optimization choices in
Intel software products.
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The Visual Cloud by Intel
With visual computing services becoming increasingly prevalent, cloud service providers (CSPs), communications service
providers (CoSPs), and enterprises are rethinking the physical and virtual distribution of compute resources to more effectively
balance cost and deployment efficiency while achieving exceptional performance. Contending with the onslaught of new visual
services will require more nimble, scalable, virtualized infrastructures; the capability of shifting workloads to the network edge
when appropriate; and a collection of tools, software, and hardware components to support individual use cases.
Intel’s visual cloud computing consists of a set of capabilities for remotely consuming content and services that center
around efficient delivery of visual experiences from the cloud—both live and file based. Additionally, visual cloud includes
media analytics applications that add intelligence to video content. As shown in Figure 6, the visual cloud provides five
major services.

Visual Cloud Services
All require high performance, high scalability, and full hardware virtualization

MEDIA PROCESSING
AND DELIVERY
Description:
Video on demand,
live streaming/broadcast

MEDIA ANALYTICS
Description:
Added intelligence to
media streams and feeds

Typical use cases:
AI-guided video encoding
Typical use cases:
Encoding, decoding,
transcoding, and streaming
of video content from
public and private clouds

Offline media analytics
(content classifying, tagging)
Enhancing immersive media
(ball/player tracking,
info overlays)
Smart City applications
(pedestrian/vehicle tracking,
crowd security)

IMMERSIVE MEDIA

CLOUD GRAPHICS

CLOUD GAMING

Description:
Augmented reality,
virtual reality, and fluid
view experiences

Description:
Remote desktop and
virtual desktop infrastructure

Description:
Online, streamed
game playing

Typical use cases:
Cloud rendering at
different levels of
performance, latency,
and scalability

Typical use cases:
Cloud gaming services that
allow gamers to access
and play games streamed
from the cloud

Typical use cases:
AR-guided service procedures
360° live streaming of
concerts or sporting matches
VR-enhanced location-based
experiences

Figure 6. Visual cloud workloads based on Intel technology encompass different visual experiences.
For more information, visit www.intel.com/visualcloud.

End Notes
¹ Values of 43.68 and 50.85 frames per second were obtained using 8K ERP video (7680 x 3840) as input video source dis-

played on a Samsung S9 phone (screen resolution 2960 x 1440). Tested on an Intel® NUC8i7HVK (proxy edge server) using an
Intel® Core™ i7 processor with Radeon™ RX Vega M Graphics with 16 GB RAM, 454 GB M.2 SSD, and Netzyn Streaming Application Server and SDK. Proof of concept performance results are based on testing concluded as of April 30, 2019.
2
Yi, Maureen. How to Achieve 8K Realtime Streaming with Netzyn SAS. Intel internal testing presentation. April 2019.
3
For enhancement testing of the Dewarp function and performance improvements to the Intel Media Server Studio HEVC
Decoders, the test platform consisted of a code name SkyLake desktop machine running Ubuntu 16.04.4; 4.13-generic
kernel; MSS: PV4; MDF: Linux_MDF_NF_Internal_2018_WW25.5.
4

MWC 2019: Cloud-Based Network Transformation from Core to Edge Propels 5G Revolution. Intel Newsroom. February 2019.
https://newsroom.intel.com/editorials/cloud-based-network-transformation-core-edge-propels-5g-revolution/#gs.pwrp9i
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About Netzyn
Founded in 2005, Netzyn provides high-quality native app experiences delivered from the cloud. The Native Apps as a Service
platform developed by Netzyn runs applications and the operating system on cloud servers, supporting a diverse range of
application types, including those that require low-latency edge computing, such as virtual reality and augmented reality.
Netzyn is based in Richardson, Texas. For more information, visit netzyn.com.
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